
  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  



 
American 

Varieties: Blue, White 

Weight: Sr. Buck Ideal– 10 lbs.; Sr. Doe Ideal– 11 

lbs. 

Disqualification for show: Extremely large bone or 

short legs.  

American Chinchilla 

Weight:  Sr. Buck– 9-11 lbs.; Sr. Does– 10-11 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  overly fat or flabbiness.  

Narrow head; extremely pointed nose.  Fur shorter 

than 1 inch; showing a tendency toward wool; harsh 

and wiry.  Salt and pepper; even appearance; faded 

undercolor; narrow pearl; cloudy, or smoky ring color 

American Fuzzy Lop 

Groups: Agouti, Broken, Pointed White, Self, 

Shaded, Wide Band 

Weight: Sr. Buck Ideal: 3 1/2 lbs.; Sr. Doe Ideal– 3 

3/4 lbs.  

Disqualification for show: General toenail color 

disqualifications apply on Solid pattern animals. 

Wool on front feet from the toes to the first join of 

the leg.  

American Sable 

Weight: Sr. Buck Ideal– 8 lbs.; Sr. Doe Ideal– 9 

lbs. 

Disqualification for show: White toenail (s); un-

matched toenails on the same foot or correspond-

ing foot. Eyes lacking the ruby glow.  

Argente Brun 

Weight: Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does– 8 to 10 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Dark or too long of ears, too 

dark of muzzle or washy undercolor.  White topped or very 

dark exhibits are discouraged.  White toenails.    

Belgian Hare 

Weight:  Sr. Buck & Sr. Doe Ideal– 8 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Any suggestion of broad hips; 

blocky or bulldog type; thick spoon shaped ears; short, 

heavy boned legs; mahogany color, grayness or white hairs 

in any section; ticking, light bars, or blotches on feet or 

legs; eye circles too large; ticking on chest, feet, or legs; 

heavy ticking on checks 

Beveren 

Varieties:  Black- - Blue- -White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 10 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 11 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Extremely long or short body 

length; flat, lacking arched outline.  Narrow, pinched head; 

lack or curvature in profile; excessive dewlap.  Thin ears; 

very heavy ear; weak ear base.  Soft, wooly fur. 



Blanc de Hotot 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9 lbs.; Sr. Doe Ideal– 10 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Any colored toenail(s).  Fur that 

is too short; guard hairs partially visible; thin coat.  Irregu-

lar eyebands or wide eyebands.   

Britannia Petite 

Varieties: Black– Black Otter- -Chestnut Agouti– Ruby 

Eyed White– Sable Marten 

Weight:  Sr. Buck & Sr. Doe Max– 2 1/2 lbs.  

Disqualification for show:  Protruding or undercut hips; 

long or snaky body; wide or flat shoulders.  Failure to dis-

play a taper from hindquarters to the shoulders. 

Californian 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 9 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Racy, mandolin, or any type 

away from a plump, firm meaty body.  Cut severely for 

shoulders wider than hips; long, narrow head; extra long 

neck; flatness over back, especially over hips; rough, bony, 

protruding hips.  Long or heavy bone. 

Champagne D’Argent 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 10 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal-10 1/2lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Narrow, flat, pinched or 

chopped; weak loin; rough over spine or hips; protruding 

hip bones.  Narrow; flat; lacking flesh or flabby flesh.  

Lack of jet black hairs; brassiness; faded undercolor; but-

terfly too dark.  

Checkered Giant 

Varieties:  Black—Blue 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Minimum– 11lbs.  Sr. Does Min– 

12lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Flat; lack of arch; short coupled 

frame; cut off hindquarters.  Short legs, weak ankles; hind 

legs carried close together.  Numerous stray white hairs in 

markings.  Unbalanced side markings.  Faded tail. 

Cinnamon 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9 1/2 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 10lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Narrow or flat shoulders; 

chopped, rough, or pinched hips.  Long, narrow head.  

Heavy or bell ears.  Splotchy color on black; white hairs; 

faded eye color; lack of smoke gray ticking on the back, 

indistinct markings.   

Creme D’Argent 

Weight: Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 10 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Chopped, rough or pinched 

hips; extremely heavy bone.  Fault severely for mandolin 

type.  Extremely long or narrow head; too dark in color.  

White hairs; light undercoat. 

Dutch 

Varieties:  Black– Blue– Chocolate– Gray– Steel– Tortoise 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal– 4 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Large protruding hips that lose 

smoothness and roundness.  Potty, flat bodied, narrow, or 

racy specimens are undesirable.  Cut severely for pinch, 

undercut, or chopped hindquarters; prominent dewlap. 



Dwarf Hotot 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Does Ideal– 2 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show: Long neck; narrow shoulders; 

pinched hips.  A long, narrow head shall be faulted.  The 

animal shall be faulted for a pointed or weak muzzle.  Thin 

ears, with little fur covering, shall be a fault.  Dull, lifeless, 

or thin fur should be faulted. 

English Angora 

Groups: Agouti; Pointed White-Self; Shaded;  Ticked; Wide 

Band. 

Weight: Sr. Buck Ideal– 6 lbs.; Sr. Doe Ideal– 6 1/2 lbs.  

Disqualification for show: Complete absence of bangs or side 

trimmings. Complete absence of ear fringes or tassels. Nor-

mal fur on either front or hind feet.  Wool hat is excessively 

coarse. Wool less than 2 inches. Any color not in the list of 

Recognized Angora Colors. Eye color other than listed.  

English Lop 

Groups:  Agouti; Broken; Self Shaded; Ticked; Wide Band 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9+lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal 10+lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Ears less than 21 inches in 

length.  Tears, holes, or blemishes which noticeably detract 

form the appearance of the animals.  Extremely light bone.   

English Spot 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Chocolate– Gold– Gray– Lilac– 

Tortoise 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 6 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 7lbs. 

Disqualification for Show: Cut severely for flatness; lack 

of arch; short coupled frame; chopped hindquarters.  Short 

legs; weak front ankles; hind les carried close together, or 

not parallel with the body. 

Flemish Giant 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Fawn– Light Gray– Sandy– Steel 

Gray– White 

Weight: Sr. Bucks– 13+ lbs.; Sr. Does– 14+lbs. 

Disqualification for Show: Pinched rump; paunchy; over 

fat; flabby; narrow.  Thin ears; weak base.  Medium length; 

medium bone.  Thin or very short coat; long or short coat; 

flying coat.  

Florida White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal– 5lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Narrow shoulders; flat spot at 

shoulders; shoulders too wide, spoiling balance; narrow 

loin, failing to blend with hindquarters; flat or rough over 

top of hips; pinched or undercut in lower hip; rough spine; 

depth of body failing to balance with width throughout; 

dewlap in bucks; large dewlap in does. 

French Angora 

Groups: Agouti; Broken; Pointed White Self; 

Shaded; Ticked; Wide Band 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks and Does ideal: 8 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Pear shaped head; 

pointed muzzle; heavy trimmings; short blocky 

head.  Excessive wool on hind feet below hock 

joint.  

French Lop 

Groups:  Agouti– Broken– Self Shaded– Ticked– Wide 

Band 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks– 10.5+ lbs.; Sr. Does– 11+lbs.  

Disqualification for show:  Complete absence of any head 

marking(s) on Broken Pattern animals.  Broken with less 

than 10% coloration.  Fine bone. 



Giant Angora 

Variety:  Ruby Eyed White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks– 9 1/2+ lbs. Sr. Does– 10+ lbs. 

Disqualification from show:   Rounded, cobby body.  Short, 

blocky head; lack of head furnishings..  Wide V spread ears or 

ears that are too short for balance.  Wool that is not balanced in 

length or wool that is yellow casted or stained. 

 

Giant Chinchilla 

Weight: Sr. Bucks– 12-15 lbs.; Sr. Does– 13-16lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Chopped off rump; pinched 

hips; undercut hips; protruding hip bones; rough spine.  

Narrow; absence of rise; not well filled out.  Long, narrow 

head.  Lazy, thin, open or extremely long or short ears. 

Weak ear base; ears lacking distinct jet black lacing.  

Harlequin 

Groups: Japanese– Magpie 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 7 1/2lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 8 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Excessive dewlap; massive or 

wedged shaped head; short body; short ears.  Excessive 

brindling, mottling or specking.  Poor balance of color. 

Havana 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Chocolate 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal- 5 1/4 to 5 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Narrow, long or flat in body; 

flat spot at shoulders; narrow loin which fails to blend with 

hindquarters; pinched or undercut in lower hip; rough over 

the top of the hips.  Long neck or head. 

Himalayan 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Chocolate– Lilac 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal– 3 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Short; close coupled; any indi-

cation of an arch of topline or taper; heavy hips; large 

bone; potty, fat or large specimens.  Full head; bulldog 

type; pinched muzzle. 

Holland Lop 

Groups:  Agouti– Broken– Pointed White Self– Shaded– 

Tan Pattern– Ticked– Wide Band 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does– not over 4 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Lacking depth throughout the 

body; long, low or narrow shoulders; chopped, pinched or 

undercut hindquarters; flatness over the hips; large dewlap 

in does. 

Jersey Wooly 

Groups: Agouti– Aov– Broken Self– Shaded– Tan Pattern 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal– 3 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Long or narrow body/

midsection; narrow shoulders or hips.  Long or narrow 

head; pinched muzzle.  Extremely fine bone.  Thin or poor-

ly furred ears; poor ear carriage.   

Lilac 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal 6-7 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 6 1/2 to 7 

1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Long and narrow in body; hind-

quarters showing pinched or undercut.  Broad or open ear 

appearance.  Thin or uneven coat.  



Lionhead 

Varieties:  Chocolate– Stable Point– Seal– Siamese Sable– 

Smoke Pearl– Smoke Pearl Point 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does– 2.5lbs. no more than 

3.75lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Ears longer than 3.5 inches.  

Lack of any mane or a mane that is in such poor quality 

that it shows loss of wool in some areas.  

Mini Lop 

Groups: Agouti– Broken– Pointed White Self– Shaded– 

Ticked– Wide Band 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 6 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 6 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Long, narrow body; flatness 

over shoulders or hips; chopped off or undercut hindquar-

ters.  Long, narrow head; pointed nose. 

Mini Rex 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Blue Eyed White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal 4 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal 4 1/4 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Narrow, long, rangy body; pot-

ty belly.  Shoulders that are too narrow, too wide, too low 

or too flat.  Head that does not balance with the body.   

Mini Satin 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Broken– Californian– Chinchilla– 

Chocolate– Copper– Otter– Red– Siamese– White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9.5 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 10 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Fur lacking a glossy sheen.  

Ears over 3.5 inches.   

Netherland Dwarf 

Groups:  Self– Shaded– Agouti– Tan Pattern– Any Other 

Variety 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal– 2 lbs.  

Disqualification for show:  Narrow shoulders lacking depth 

or width equal to hindquarters.  Ears that are too thin, bent, 

bowed, or lacking furring. 

New Zealand 

Varieties:  Black– Red– White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal 10 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal 11 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Narrow, flat or low shoulders; 

swayback or mandolin type.  Long, narrow head.  Stray 

white hairs; brownish cast.  Light or dark ticking, when 

sufficient to produce a frosty or smudgy effect.  

Palomino 

Varieties:  Golden– Lynx 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal- 9 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 10 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Long, narrow body.  Open or 

weak ear carriage.  Cut severely for dark, brassy, red, or 

reddish surface color.   

Polish 

Varieties:  Black– Blue– Broken– Chocolate– Blue Eyed 

White– Ruby Eyed White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal 2 1/2 lbs. 

Disqualification for show:  Long in body, protruding hips; 

flat, broad hips; not well rounded.  Long, narrow head; 

pointed nose or pinched muzzle; flat or concave between 

the eyes. 



Rex 

Varieties: Black– Black Otter– Blue 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 8lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 9 lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Narrow shoulders; long, nar-

row body; pottiness.  Narrow head; pointed nose; small 

head that does not balance with body.  Thin ears; large ears 

that do not balance with body.  

Rhinelander 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal- 8 lbs. & Sr. Does Ideal– 8 1/2 

lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Short and close coupled in 

body type; chopped hindquarters.  Snipey or bulldog type 

head.  Thin ears; poorly furred; poorly carried.  Long coat; 

long guard hairs; soft coat.  Unbalanced sides; white spots 

in colored spots; congested side markings; brindled spot. 

Satin 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Broken Group– Californian– 

Chinchilla– Chocolate– Copper– Otter– Red– Siamese– 

White 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9 1/2 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 10 

lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Shoulders narrow, flat, shal-

low, or wider than hindquarters.  Short, thin, flat coat. 

Satin Angora 

Groups:  Agouti- - Pointed White- - Self Shaded- -Ticked- -Wide 

Band 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks and Sr. Does- ideal 8 lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Round, short coupled body.  Short, 

blocky head.  Ears that are too short for balance.  Heavy trim-

mings on ears.  Excessive wool on the hind feet and below the 

hock joint or wool that is coarse and hairy in appearance or 

touch. 

Silver 

Varieties:  Black– Brown– Fawn 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does Ideal– 6 lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Racy; too much taper on 

sides; flat or long in body; long in neck; rough or protrud-

ing hips.  Long, slim head with pinched nose; small, lack-

luster eyes; blocky or bulky head.  

Sliver Fox 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 9 1/2 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 10 

1/2lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Narrow body; dewlap in 

bucks; shoulders wider than hindquarters.  Cut severely fro 

long, narrow head or neck.  Fine in bone; extremely heavy 

bone; lightly padded foot pads.   

Silver Marten 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Chocolate– Sable 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 7 1/2lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 8 

1/2lbs. 

Disqualification form show:  Long, narrow head; long in 

neck.  Long, thin ears; not well furred.  Long in bone.  

Silky texture; extra long coat, lacking density.  

Standard Chinchilla 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks Ideal– 6 lbs.; Sr. Does Ideal– 6 1/2lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Excessive dewlap.  Molt; 

hutch stain; fur shorter than 1 inch; fur showing a tendency 

towards wooly; harsh or wiry coat; flyback fur.  Salt and 

pepper appearance; faded undercolor; narrow pearl, cloudy 

or smoky ring color; too light or dark surface color; white 

eye circles. 



Tan 

Varieties: Black– Blue– Chocolate– Lilac 

Weight:  Sr. Bucks– 4 to 5 1/2 lbs.; Sr. Does– 4 to 6 lbs. 

Disqualification from show:  Flat; lack or arch; broad or 

chopped in hindquarters; too long and rangy in body.  

Wiry, thin, long, or dead coat; lack of luster or gloss; ears 

not well covered; any condition that would spoil the color. 

Thrianta 

Weight: Sr. Bucks & Sr. Does– up to 6 lbs.  

Disqualification from show:  Pure white on foot pads, un-

derside of the tail, or on the belly.  Fine bones.  Over sized 

dewlap that distracts from the firmness.   

  

  

  


